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Canadee, the leading provider of AI-based SaaS solutions, was founded in Stockholm, Sweden in 2010. In 2017, Canadee was ranked the No. 1 European AI company and will be exhibiting its software in Hall 7. Its leading product line is its intelligent OCR platform
that enables users to convert, digitize and enrich documents of all types and sizes; a remarkable breakthrough in the document industry. You need machine learning to predict the financial future of firms, and yet its not that easy. Hyperscience is making software to
help finance firms develop AI-based risk models that predict the price of securities and other financial instruments. In recent years, an increasing number of companies have begun to apply machine learning to IoT devices and smart home automation. Yidai Electric

Appliances Co started using AI in 2016 to build a voice-operated, AI-powered tabletop refrigerating machine. Now, the company has expanded AI to chat, as it plans to develop voice-operated, AI-powered kitchen, freezer and air conditioning appliances. The tech
giant first announced its plan to design appliances with AI chips in 2016. It began developing a voice control system with in-house AI chips in 2017, and has since partnered with companies to expand to other industries. Automobiles have long incorporated

intelligent capabilities that respond to driver instructions and other factors in the driving environment. In the last few years, the industry has begun to develop vehicles that learn to drive itself, with the help of AI chips and advanced sensors, as well as enhanced
lane-keeping and collision prevention systems. The company - which collects data on safety, energy consumption and CO2 emissions from its appliances - found itself able to maximize its customers eco-benefits and prepare for new markets. Founded in 2014, it also

runs smart agriculture, energy and transportation projects. The company has 150,000 customers in 60 countries.
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Predicting surge capacity for cloud services is a major challenge for both hardware and software vendors who provide cloud infrastructure. A software company in the cloud-building game, managed cloud provider CenturyLink, faced this challenge when one of its
data centers began to falter, according to Scott Roy, the technology architect who developed the algorithms for the companys cloud infrastructure. When CenturyLink identified the trend, it closed several of its data centers to reduce its risk of service outages, but it

also needed a way to ensure no capacity was left on the landscape. Theres simply no effective way to provide an efficient allocation of cloud capacity, says Roy. This is a problem that requires a systems approach. Minted is capitalizing on the popularity of digital
wallets as well as the fact that 98% of transactions in the U.S. are made using plastic. Its software platform allows retailers to connect and distribute information more efficiently. Minted makes the data available to marketers, app developers and retailers, allowing
them to create new solutions that seamlessly tie into Minteds consumer data. Hewlett Packards Plan&Nacer is a company focused on digitizing a multi-faceted enterprise that has expertise in health, IoT, and energy. The idea came out of a brainstorming session for
technologies that the company could use to transform itself, CEO Hitesh Patel says. Hewlett Packard is already working with startups to create more intelligent solutions, but a potential cost-saving measure for clients may be to use their own staff instead of using a

startup to develop new products. 5ec8ef588b
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